The problem of finite-time control for attitude tracking maneuver of a rigid spacecraft is investigated. External disturbance, unknown inertia parameters are addressed. As stepping stone, a sliding mode controller is designed. It requires the upper bound of the lumped uncertainty including disturbance and inertia matrix. However, this upper bound may not be easily obtained. Therefore, an adaptive sliding mode control law is then proposed to release that drawback. Adaptive technique is applied to estimate that bound. It is proved that the closed-loop attitude tracking system is finite-time stable. The tracking errors of the attitude and the angular velocity are asymptotically stabilized. Moreover, the upper bound on the lumped uncertainty can be exactly estimated in finite time. The attitude tracking performance with application of the control scheme is evaluated through a numerical example.
Introduction
Satellites need to perform attitude tracking maneuvers to accomplish orbital missions. For example, satellite surveillance and communication often have need of highly accurate slewing and/or pointing maneuvers that require the satellite to rotate along a relatively large-angle amplitude trajectory. As discussed in [1] , these requirements necessitate the use of nonlinear differential equations for the kinematics and dynamics in the attitude control system. The attitude tracking problem is further complicated by the uncertainty of the satellite mass and inertia properties due to onboard payload motion, rotation of solar arrays, and fuel consumption. Addressing these issues has attracted considerable interest in the existing literature. A number of control design approaches by using adaptive control [2] [3] [4] , H ∞ [5, 6] , Backstepping control [7] , robust control [8, 9] , and optimal control [10, 11] have been developed. However, there still remain open problems in this field that are of great theoretical and practical interest. For example, there currently exist few unified frameworks for the design of simple control structures to reject external disturbance.
Several solutions to the attitude control problem with disturbance rejection have been presented [12, 13] . In [14] , a general trajectory tracking design methodology was developed for a flexible spacecraft subject to a gravity-gradient disturbance. Treating the flexible dynamics as an additional disturbance, an attitude controller was synthesized by using adaptive control. A similar problem was considered in [15] for three-axis-controller satellites with flexible appendages. A disturbance compensator was developed to accommodate external disturbances. In [16] , a continuous globally stable tracking control was presented. Control input saturation and external disturbances were considered simultaneously, and the knowledge of inertia parameters was not needed to implement the controller. In [17] , an attitude tracking controller was proposed to guarantee global asymptotic stability of the system in the presence of disturbances and parameter uncertainties. Although asymptotic rejection of external disturbances was achieved in [18] , the technique was developed for a particular type of disturbance composed of sinusoidal functions with arbitrarily unknown amplitude and phase angles, but known frequencies. An inertia-free attitude tracking control was synthesized for a rigid spacecraft 2 Abstract and Applied Analysis [19] . The proposed controller addressed the problem of disturbance rejection. However, the control law could only guarantee almost global stability of the closed-loop system. In [20] , the attitude regulation control problem for flexible spacecraft was investigated. The external disturbances and model uncertainties were handled by using passivity-based control technique.
The sliding mode control (SMC) is a powerful theory for controlling uncertain systems [21] . The main advantages are that the SMC system has great robustness with respect to uncertain parameters and external disturbances. Hence, applying SMC to design attitude control for satellite has been intensively carried out [22] . The first attempt using SMC to achieve large angle attitude maneuver for spacecraft was made in [23] and further pursued in [24] . A higher-order SMC control scheme was presented in [25] . The problem of spacecraft attitude tracking maneuvers was addressed. External disturbances and uncertain inertia parameters were explicitly addressed. To reduce the effect of external disturbance on the attitude control performance, an observer was proposed in [26] to estimate the disturbance. Using the estimated value, a sliding mode attitude controller was synthesized. In [27] , an SMC-based control algorithm was designed for rigid spacecraft to perform attitude stabilization maneuver. External disturbance and inertia uncertainty were investigated and handled by designing adaptive law. In [28] , adaptive law was synthesized to estimate the disturbance; sliding mode controllers were designed to achieve attitude tracking of a rigid spacecraft subject to uncertain inertia and external disturbance. The problem of attitude tracking control in the presence of uncertain inertia and external disturbances was further studied in [29, 30] .
When applying SMC to design attitude controller, it usually consists of two stages: (i) choosing a stable manifold as the sliding surface and (ii) designing controller to drive the system reaching the sliding surface. The attitude tracking problem in the preceding SMC-based studies is solved in the framework of traditional SMC. A linear sliding mode is utilized to describe the desired performance of the closed-loop systems; that is, the system state variables slide to the equilibrium point exponentially on the sliding surface. Although the convergence rate may be arbitrarily fast from adjusting appropriate parameters, stabilizing dynamical systems cannot be achieved in finite time. Obviously, the infinite-settling time criterion is not an option during critical phases of some high demanding real-time missions. Accomplishing finite-time error convergence is more desirable in practice. Therefore, the design of finite-time control for satellite attitude system has been investigated recently [31, 32] .
To achieve finite-time convergence of dynamical systems, terminal SMC (TSMC) has been a widely used approach [33, 34] . For example, a terminal SMC is applied to design attitude tracking control in [30] . Finite-time reachability of a given desired attitude motion was guaranteed. Taking external disturbances into account, an adaptive TSMC law was designed to achieve finite-time attitude tracking [35] . In [36] , the finite-time attitude stabilization problem was studied by using TSMC. However, the states of attitude control system only converged to a small region of the origin in the presence of external disturbance. Although the attitude stabilization was achieved for a rigid spacecraft subject to disturbances and uncertain inertia by using TSMC, the attitude was only stabilized to a small region instead of zero in finite time [37] . In [38] , the authors focused on the problem of rapid reorienting of a spacecraft with external disturbance and uncertain nature of the dynamics. In [39] , Chebyshev neural network was applied to estimate disturbance and system uncertainty of spacecraft attitude system. The controller designed by using TSMC achieved finite-time tracking. However, it was not able to stabilize the attitude tracking error to zero. In [40] , TSMC was applied to achieve satellites formation flying. More recently, a fast TSMC scheme was proposed to accomplish attitude tracking maneuver with finite-time convergence [41] .
Although many SMC or TSMC based attitude tracking control schemes have been developed with external disturbances and uncertain inertia parameters investigated, most of them include two drawbacks. (1 of the derived control scheme to a rigid satellite are presented. Section 5 presents some concluding remarks and future work.
System Description and Problem Formulation
Throughout the paper, I denotes a × unit matrix, and ‖ ⋅ ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm or its induced norm. For vector
T ∈ R and positive scalar , a diagnosis matrix is defined as
and a vector sgn(
T ∈ R is also defined with sign(⋅) denoting the sign function.
Satellite Dynamics.
Consider a rigid satellite moving in a circular orbit. The coordinate systems used in the attitude control are shown in Figure 1 . The inertial frame I( , , ) with its origin at the center of the Earth is used to determine the orbital position of the satellite. The orbit reference frame O( , , ), rotating about the axis with respect to I, has its origin located in the mass center of the satellite. The axes of O are chosen such that the roll axis is in the flight direction, the pitch axis is perpendicular to the orbital plane, and the yaw axis points toward the Earth. The last reference system used is the body-fixed frame B( , ,
). It has the same origin as O, and its axes coincide with the principal axis of inertia.
With the coordinate references defined in Figure 1 , the dynamic model of a rigid satellite can be expressed as [42] 
where J ∈ R 3×3 is the positive-definite, symmetric inertia matrix, ∈ R 3 is the angular velocity of the body-fixed reference frame B with respect to the inertial reference frame I and expressed in B, u ∈ R 3 is a vector of control torques, d ∈ R 3 is a vector of external disturbance, and the notation
T , denotes the following cross-product matrix:
In (1)
represents the modified Rodriguez parameters describing the orientation of the bodyfixed frame B with respect to the inertial reference frame I, which is defined by [42] 
with e ∈ R 3 and ∈ R denoting the Euler eigenaxis and eigenangle, respectively. The attitude description using the modified Rodriguez parameters has an advantage of being valid for eigenaxis rotations up to 360 degrees. The rotation matrix that brings I onto B, denoted by R( ) ∈ R 3×3 , is defined as follows: 
Open-Loop Attitude Tracking Error Dynamics.
Assume that the desired attitude of the satellite can be described by a desired, body-fixed reference frame D whose orientation with respect to I is specified by the desired modified Rodriguez parameters ∈ R 3 . The desired angular velocity of D, with respect to I expressed in D, is denoted by ∈ R 3 . The attitude tracking error
between the actual attitude and the desired attitude is defined as
To quantify the mismatch between the actual and desired satellite attitudes, we define the rotation matrix R(
Based on the preceding tracking error formulation, we define the angular velocity of B with respect to D expressed in B, denoted by
We can now use (1)- (2) and (6)- (7) to compute the governing nonlinear equations for the open-loop tracking error dynamics aṡ=
In (8), the matrix G( ) ∈ R 3×3 in (1) is subject to
During attitude maneuver, the mass property of the satellite may be uncertain or may change due to fuel consumption or payload motion. It thus leads to the uncertain and even time-varying inertia matrix. Consequently, the inertia matrix J can be denoted as J = J 0 + ΔJ( ) with J 0 ∈ R 3×3 being the nominal and constant inertia matrix and ΔJ( ) ∈ R 3×3 the uncertain inertia. It should be stressed that although J is uncertain, it remains positive-definite.
Control Problem Formulation.
Given any initial attitude and angular velocity, the control objective to be achieved can be stated as follows. Consider the rigid satellite attitude dynamics described by (1)- (2) in the presence of unknown external disturbance and uncertain inertia parameters; design a control law u to guarantee that the attitude can follow that desired attitude in finite time. That is, there exists a finite-time such that the attitude tracking error ( ) = 0 and the angular velocity ( ) = 0, ≥ .
Finite-Time Attitude Tracking Control Design
Because the sliding mode control system has great robustness with respect to both parameter uncertainties and external disturbance, SMC is adopted to design control law to accomplish the attitude tracking maneuver in finite time. Before giving the control design, one definition and two lemmas are firstly presented which will be utilized in the subsequent control development and analysis.
Definition 1 (see [43] ). Consider the following dynamic system:ẋ
where x( ) ∈ R is the system state. If there exists a constant > 0 ( may depend on the initial state x(0)), such that lim → ||x( )|| = 0 and ||x( )|| = 0 if ≥ , then the system (11) is finite-time stable.
Lemma 2 (see [43]). Suppose that a continuous, positivedefinite function ( ) satisfies the following differential inequality:̇(
where > 0 and 0 < < 1 are two scalars. Then, for any given 0 , ( ) satisfies the following inequality:
and ( ) ≡ 0 for ∀ ≥ 1 , with 1 given by
Lemma 3 (see [37] ). For any vector x = [ 1 2 3 ] T , the following inequality holds for any positive scalar 0 < < 1:
3.1. Sliding Surface Design. Using the measurable attitude and angular velocity , a nonlinear sliding surface is designed as
where and 0 < < 1 are two positive scalars. Now we are ready to summarize the first result of this study by using the following theorem.
Theorem 4.
If an appropriate control effort u is developed to guarantee that all the states of the attitude tracking error system (8)-(9) reach the sliding surface S at = * and stay on it thereafter; then it leads to ( ) ≡ 0 and ( ) ≡ 0 for all
Proof. According to the sliding mode control theory, it is known that if a controller can be designed to govern the system states reaching on the sliding surface and staying on it thereafter, then it leaves (16) as At this time, consider the following Lyapunov candidate function:
Applying (8) and (17), it can calculate the time-derivative of
Using (18) and (15) in Lemma 3, it yieldṡ
Due to 0 < < 1, it yields 0 < (1 + )/2 < 1. From Lemma 2, it is thus obtained from inequality (20) that
where 1 is given by
Consequently, it yields from (21) that ( ) ≡ 0 for all ≥ 1 . Then, it is further obtained from (17) that ( ) ≡ 0 for all ≥ t 1 . To this end, it completes the proof.
Finite-Time Controller
Design. Due to uncertain inertia, it can be obtained from the defined sliding surface (17) and the attitude tracking error dynamics (9) that
where
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Because the angular velocity and the attitude are measurable, while the nominal inertia matrix J 0 is known, the term H 1 ( , , , , J 0 ) in (23) 
Then, differentiating (27) and inserting (23) and the controller Equation (25) yielḋ
With the choice of the control gain in (26) , it leaves (28) aṡ
Integrating (29) from 0 to yields Solving the inequality (30), it follows from the positive definiteness of 2 that
Consequently, it can be concluded from (31) that all the states of the attitude tracking error system will reach the sliding surface S at = * . Moreover, starting at the time = * , the states will stay on the sliding surface and thereafter. At this time, ( ) ≡ 0 and ( ) ≡ 0 can be obtained from Theorem 4 for all the time
Hence, it can be further concluded from Definition 1 that the attitude tracking error system is finite-time stable. Moreover, the time needed to accomplish the attitude tracking maneuver is Δ , which is given by
Adaptive Sliding Mode Control with Finite-Time Convergence.
It is seen in Theorem 4 that the control gain is actually chosen to be larger than the upper bound on the lumped uncertainty (the combined effect induced by H 2 ( , , , , d, ΔJ 0 ) and (1/2)( ΔJ( )/ )S). It may be difficult to obtain the upper bound in practical aerospace engineering. As a sequence, an adaptive sliding mode control scheme will be proposed to achieve finite-time attitude tracking in this subsection. The adaptive control technique will be applied to estimate such bound. Although there exist uncertain inertia parameters and external disturbance acting on the satellite, those uncertainties are bound in practice. Therefore, it is reasonable to make the following assumptions. For any on-orbit satellite, gravity-gradient torque, aerodynamic torque, solar radiation torque, and earth magnetic torque are the primary external disturbance for d [44] . Those disturbances are bounded in practice. Therefore, Assumption 6 is reasonable. On the other hand, if the changing rate of ΔJ is infinite, that is, || ΔJ( )/ || = +∞, then it may lead to ||ΔJ|| = +∞ after certain time. That is impossible for practical satellite. It is thus practical to make Assumption 8.
Using ||R( )|| = 1, the following inequalities can be obtained from (7) and Assumption 7:
Additionally, from (10), one has
Then,
Also, using Assumption 8, (35) , and (16) results in
To this end, it can be found from inequalities (34), (36)-(38), and Assumption 6 that H 2 ( , , , , d, ΔJ 0 ) + (1/2)( ΔJ( )/ )S is bounded by
Here, D is a constant vector but unknown, while is known, and each element of is positive. Now, we are ready to summarize the finite-time control solution to underlying attitude tracking problem by using adaptive control technique. 
unknown external disturbance, if the following adaptive sliding mode controller is designed and applied
whereD ∈ R 3 is the estimate of D, and it is updated by the adaptive lawḊ Proof. The proof uses elements of Lyapunov stability theory and is organized as follows.
(A) Finite-Time Stability of the Closed-Loop Attitude Tracking
Error System. Consider a candidate Lyapunov function of the form: Using (39), it thus follows thaṫ
Substituting the control law Equation (40) and the update law Equation (41) into (43), it yieldṡ Integrating (44) from 0 to yields
Hence, it is obtained from inequality (45) that 3 ( ) ≡ 0 for all the ≥ * . Here, * is given by
By using the same analysis as in the proof of Theorem 5, it can be concluded from (45)-(46) that the attitude tracking error system is finite-time stable. The attitude tracking error ( ) and the angular velocity ( ) are asymptotically stabilized after finite-time ; that is, ( ) = 0, ( ) = 0, ≥ ,
Hence, the attitude tracking maneuver can be successfully accomplished in a finite-time Δ :
(B) Finite-Time Stability of the Estimate ErrorD. As analyzed in (A), the controller Equation (40) guarantees that 3 ( ) ≡ 0 for all the ≥ * . According to the definition of 3 , it can be obtained thatD
Hence, it can be concluded from Definition 1 that the estimate errorD is finite-time stable. Accordingly, the unknown vector D can be exactly estimated byD within a finite time of = * − 0 .
Summarizing the analysis as presented in (A)-(B), the proof of Theorem 9 is completed.
Remark 10. It is seen in Theorem 9 that, the attitude tracking maneuver can be successfully accomplished in a finite-time Δ . It thus leads the proposed controller Equation (40) to be a good option for a satellite demanding high real-time. Moreover, it is further obtained from (48) that larger , , , and (1− )2
(1− )/2 will lead to shorter Δ . The attitude tracking can be finished in a shorter time.
Numerical Example
In this section the properties of the proposed finite-time attitude tracking control approach is evaluated through numerical simulations. A rigid satellite currently developed is numerically simulated. The orbit of the satellite is circular, with an altitude of 550 km and an inclination of 90. and the desired attitude trajectory is obtained by using the dynamicṡ= G( ) . When implementing the proposed adaptive sliding mode controller Equation (40), a practical problem has to be considered, namely, the chattering effect. Because it is impossible to switch the control at infinite rate, the trajectory of an SMC system chatters with respect to the sliding surface. This chattering is practically undesirable since it may excite the neglected high frequency dynamics. One practical approach to reduce the chattering is to replace the discontinuous function sgn(S)/||S|| and sgn(S) in (40) by a continuous approximation such as S/(||S|| + ) where is a small positive constant [21] . Therefore, the control Equation (40) is modified as follows to reduce the chattering:
Moreover, the control gains for the controller Equation (51) are chosen as = 1.5, = 0.85, = 1.25, and = 0.15. Assume that uncertain inertia ΔJ is equal to 10% of the nominal value; that is, ΔJ = 10%J 0 . To verify the performance of the developed approach, simulation is carried out for the satellite subject to different disturbances and uncertain inertia matrix. The case " d and ΔJ" means that the external disturbance acting on the satellite is d, while the uncertain inertia is ΔJ, ∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2}, ∈ {−3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and d denotes the square-wave disturbance as stated before. Thus, the total inertia matrix is J = J 0 + ΔJ. Moreover, the control gains and the initial value of the updating law Equation (41) are chosen to be the same for the cases. Figures 2, 3 , and 4 show the resulted sliding mode surface. It is observed that although all the states of the attitude tracking system reach the sliding surface (16) within 8.75 seconds even in the presence of different external disturbances and uncertain inertia parameters, each case is corresponding to the different finite-time * . Actually, due to different disturbance and uncertain inertia, D is different for each case. As a consequence, differentD( 0 ) is obtained due to the same initial value of the updating law Equation (41) for different case. That leads to the different finite-time * from (46), although the value of is all the same.
The attitude tracking error is illustrated in Figures  5, 6 , and 7, respectively. The controller Equation (51) Abstract and Applied Analysis successfully accomplishes the attitude tracking maneuver. More specifically, as shown in Figures 5-7(a) , the time response of the attitude tracking error is almost the same, although the satellite is under the effect of even nine types of disturbances and uncertain inertia. That is because this disturbance and uncertain inertia can be exactly estimated in finite time by using the adaptive law Equation (41) incorporated in the controller. Consequently, they can be compensated by the controller in finite time. On the other hand, it is seen in Figures 2-4(b) that the attitude tracking The control accuracy of , = 1, 2, 3
The time Δ needed to accomplish attitude maneuver 0.4d and −3ΔJ 3.5 × 10 error is stabilized with high accuracy after 9.6 seconds. The angular velocity tracking error obtained from the controller Equation (51) is shown in Figures 8, 9 , and 10, respectively. It is observed that the desired angular velocity is successfully followed almost within the same time, that is, 11.0 seconds. This control performance is guaranteed in case of nine types of uncertain disturbances and uncertain inertia parameters. Furthermore, it can be seen in Figures 4-9 (b) that high attitude accuracy and attitude stability are obtained. The control u in the presence of difference disturbance and uncertain inertia are shown in Figures 11, 12 , and 13, respectively. Summarizing the above simulation results, the attitude control performance of different cases is listed in Table 1 . It is noted that the proposed control approach is able to achieve attitude tracking maneuver even in the presence of different disturbances and uncertain inertia parameters. Great robustness to external disturbance and system uncertainty is guaranteed.
Conclusions and Future Work
An adaptive sliding mode control scheme was proposed to eliminate the effect of external disturbance and uncertain inertia parameters on a rigid satellite. With application of the proposed control, attitude tracking maneuver was successfully accomplished in finite time. The attitude tracking error and the velocity tracking error were asymptotically stabilized with finite-time convergence even in the presence of external disturbance and system uncertainties. Simulation results were presented to confirm the control performance of the controller. However, the problem of input saturation was not addressed. In practice, an input saturation occurrence of any actuator may lead to severe performance deterioration. As some of future works, extension of the approach to handle that problem should be carried out. Moreover, fault tolerant control should also be investigated to improve the reliability of the satellite.
